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INTRODUCTION
Divorce is likely to affect negatively the divorcee’s life physically, psychologically,
emotionally, socially, legally, economically, relationally and spatially. As an event,
divorce may be accompanied by multiple losses at all these levels (Baum, 2003:37;
Bickerdike Gee, Ilgauskas, Melvin & Hearn, 2003:1; Corcoran, 1997; Da Costa 2007;
King, 2008; Kurgan, 2010).
The literature consulted seems to indicate that, for a number of reasons, men seem to find it
more challenging, emotionally and psychologically, to process their divorce experiences.
 Comparing divorced men and women, men appear to find it more difficult, or even
unacceptable, to articulate their deepest feelings, worries, fears, insecurities,
emotional pain and grief associated with the losses resulting from divorce (Abulatia
cited in Human, 2006:10; Lai, Hsiao & Chen, 2010:166-167). This, according to
Corcoran (1997), may be attributed to the fact that pockets of society still uphold the
traditional constructs of masculinity, to the detriment of men’s mental health, which
dictate to men that they should ‘support’ and ‘protect’ as part of their marital role,
with the result that it is often difficult for them to show their emotional side in public
(Baum, 2003:43; Baum, 2004:174; Scourfield & Evans, 2015:381).
 Men are less prone to reach out for help with the pain and stress arising from
separation and divorce partly because of the “men-must-be-strong” ethos maintaining
that men who seek professional help are weak, vulnerable and incompetent (Baum,
2004:174; Vukalovich & Caltabiano, 2008:148).
 Married men have fewer confidants in whom to confide. For married men, more than for
married women, the marital relationship is more likely to be the primary source of
emotional nourishment and their marital partner their only primary confidante (Baum,
2004:177; Scourfield & Evans, 2015:382). However, after divorce they lose this, whereas
women could have a wider circle of confidantes to whom they can turn. Women have a
greater propensity to forge close relationships with their friends, who would provide
solace and to whom they would go to seek post-divorce counsel. Divorced men, however,
are less likely to have a close friend to whom they can talk about their feelings and
frustrations (Clarke-Stewart & Brentano, 2007:92; Scourfield & Evans, 2015:382-383).
 These reasons exacerbate divorced men’s post-divorce psychological adjustment in terms
of managing the distress caused by the divorce and re-establishing a lifestyle independent
from the former spouse with a social support system (Sakraida, 2008:871). In turn, this
tendency of divorced men to suppress their emotions and shy away from reaching out for
help plays a major role in the development and prolongation of depression (Bickerdike et
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al., 2003:9; Lai et al., 2010:166;). Suicide ideation and completion is an elevated risk
factor in men after divorce and separation (Human, 2006:47; Kölves, Ide & De Leo,
2011:155-156; Scourfield & Evans, 2015:380). Men respond to the multiple losses
resulting from the divorce by way of “acting out … [and] increased activity, especially
throwing themselves into their work, hobbies and social life; by somatisation, and/or selfmedication with alcohol and drugs, and they are more likely than women are to replace
their marital partner with other sexual partners” (Baum, 2004:178, 179) – engaging in
high-risk sexual behaviour (Bickerdike et al., 2003:7; Lai et al., 2010:164-1675).
Divorced fathers tend to mourn the loss of their ex-wives considerably less than they
mourn the loss of their children and of their home, family life and routine. These are the
symbols of family life – their workplace, coming home to a cooked meal, pulling into
the driveway and feeling proud of owning a beautiful home (Baum, 2004:179).
Against this introductory background, the researchers noticed that the topic of men and
divorce has not been researched substantially (Baum, 2004:176; Human, 2006:2-3, 41;
Treiman et al. cited by Everett, Lee & Nichols 2006:141-142;). Human (2006:41), who
undertook a research project of a limited scope in the field of psychology on the topic
“Three men’s experience of their journey to and through divorce, in Pretoria, South Africa”,
postulates that very little research has been carried out, specifically focusing on the
problems and concerns encountered by men during divorce and afterwards. He also cites
Winn (Human, 2006:2-3), who points out that while many books and research articles had
been published about women and divorce, and even more on children and divorce, a smaller
number of publications have focused on men and divorce, and even fewer have focused
purely on their experiences of divorce. Baum (2004:176), writing from a social work
perspective, also refers to this paucity in literature and research by noting that the emotional
losses experienced by men who had gone through a divorce were been inadequately
reported. In addition, very little has been published to date on therapy with divorced men. In
response to this, Baum (2004:180 and 178) recommends the following: “Because men seek
little help in general and with divorce in particular … help must be offered to them …
Mourning these losses [referred to above] is considered essential to the completion of
psychological separation that is so important to the divorced individual’s functioning and
emotional adjustment. Failure to complete such morning has been seen as contributing to
on-going spousal conflict during and after the divorce process, as well as to the
disengagement of some divorced fathers from their children”.
In responding to this lacuna in the body of knowledge on the topic of men and divorce,
the researchers embarked on a research journey with the aim of exploring men’s
experiences of divorce, the challenges they faced and their coping strategies.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Schlossberg’s (1981) framework or model for analysing human adaptation to transition, or
as it is also commonly referred to, the Transition Process Model (Schlossberg et al. in
Sakraida, 2008:872), was selected as the theoretical framework. By looking at divorce
through the lends of the Transition Process Model, divorce can be described as a stressinducing event (Howard in Welfel & Ingersoll, 2001: 32-33; Sakraida, 2008:872), resulting
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in “a change in assumptions about oneself and the world and thus requires a corresponding
change in one’s behaviour” (Schlossberg, 1981:5). The divorce ignites a transition process,
necessitating from the divorcee an appraisal of this stressor (or the situation) and a review
of both personal resources (referred to as the self) and a convoy of support resources
(referred to as social support), as well as coping strategies (referred to as strategies) for
adapting to the situation (the divorce) and its related challenges (Sakraida, 2008:873). This
transition stage, according to Schlossberg (1981:6), is a phase marked by personal and
relational changes, rich in feelings and emotional reactions, and adaptation to transition is
the process during which an individual moves from being totally preoccupied with the
transition (the divorce) to integrating the transition into his life (Sakraida, 2008:873;
Schlossberg, 1981:7). This theoretical framework will be used to present the findings and
conclusions resulting from this divorce talk on men’s experiences, challenges and coping
resources, as well as to offer suggestions for social work support.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A qualitative research approach was adopted for this investigation, as qualitative
research focuses on people’s thoughts, feelings and experiences (Fox & Bayat, 2007:73;
Johnson & Christensen, 2010:72). Inherent in this qualitative research approach is the
collective case study and phenomenological research designs, complemented by an
explorative, descriptive and contextual strategy of inquiry
In using the collective case study design instrumentally (Baxter & Jack, 2008:549-550; cf.
Yin, 2003), multiple cases (i.e. divorced men) were purposively recruited with a view to
gaining insight into this topic (Baškarada, 2104:5). The phenomenological research design
was decided upon as phenomenology as a strategy of inquiry aims to study of the
perceptions, feelings and lived experiences of individuals in relation to an event (Guest,
Namey & Mitchell 2013:10-11) – in this case, men’s experiences of divorce. The
explorative, descriptive and contextual strategy of inquiry afforded the researchers an
opportunity explore the topic and to report on (describe) the outcome of the exploration
within the context and frame of reference of the lived experiences of the divorced men
interviewed by focusing specifically on their experiences, challenges and coping resources
in the post-divorce adjustment phase.
In order to purposively procure a sample of “information-rich” participants (Suri,
2011:65), the researcher responsible for the fieldwork engaged formal and informal
networks and adopted a variety of recruitment methods (Hennink Hutter & Bailey,
2011:92-102): a website-based civil rights group, Fathers4justice; colleagues who acted
as referral sources; and participants also referred to by friends.
Semi-structured in-depth interviews consisting of open-ended questions contained in an
interview guide to focus the conversations with the recruited participants allowed for the
required data to be collected.
In assisting with the management and analysis of the data collected, the researchers
employed the steps for analysing the qualitatively generated data provided by Tesch (in
Creswell, 2009:186).
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In order to ensure the trustworthiness of the research findings, the researchers inter alia
applied triangulation to data methods and data sources, member checks, peer
consultation and an independent coder to impartially analyse the data collected
(Krefting, 1991;Shenton, 2004:64-72).
The Research and Ethics Committee of Unisa’s Department of Social Work granted
ethical clearance for this project on condition that the ethical obligations of obtaining
informed consent, anonymity in terms of participants’ identities and the confidential
management of information were adhered to.

BIOGRAPHICAL PROFILE OF THE PARTICIPANTS
The biographical information of the 12 participants recruited (recorded by means of
pseudonyms) for inclusion in this study is presented in Table 1 below. Given the fact
that the researcher responsible for the fieldwork resides in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal, the
participants recruited were from Durban and the towns around this city.

TABLE 1
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION OF PARTICIPANTS
Participant Age
(Pseudonym)
Tom
Dave
Sandile
Sam
Jeffry
Mark
Themba

Race

Highest
educational
qualification

Current
employment

Number Number and
of years ages of children
divorced from previous
marriage
34
Indian
BA Business
Car sales person 3 years
1 child
Administration
4 years old
41
Indian
Diploma
Network engineer 2 years
1 child
Engineering
5 years old
46 African BA Social Work Social worker
6 years
2 children
13 years and
6 years old
39 African
Honours in
Self-employed 4 years
2 children
Accounting
(part-time
6 and 3 years old
university tutor)
42 Coloured
Diploma
Chemical
2 years
2 children
Chemical
engineer
8 years and
Engineering
6 years
38
Indian
N6 Electrical
Logistics
6 years
1 child
Engineering
manager
9 years old
45 African
Diploma in
Human resource 3 years
1 child
Human Resource
officer
8 years
Management

John

39

Indian

Matriculation

Administrative
assistant

4 years

None

Dan

51

Indian

Manager

5 years

Carl

48

Indian

Diploma in
Business
Administration
Matriculation

3 years

Robert

47

Indian

Matriculation

Self-employed
selling at flea
market
Administrative
assistant

2 children
16 years and 12
years old
1 child
16 years old
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Alex

45

White

Bachelor of
Commerce

Self-employed 3 years
stationery supply
business

2 children
12 years and
8 years old

The table shows that eight of the 12 participants were from the Indian population group;
three were black African; one was white; and one coloured. Their ages ranged from 34
to 51 years. With the exception of three participants indicating their highest educational
qualification as Matric, the rest had post-matric qualifications. Eleven of the 12
participants reported having children from their previous marriages. The participants’
time frame since being divorced ranged from twoto six years.

THE RESEARCH FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
From the processes of data analysis by the researchers and the independent coder, seven
themes were identified and presented in the next part of this article.

Theme 1: Men’s accounts of the reasons that led to divorce (appraisal of the
situation)
The researchers arrived at the conclusion that in very few instances did a single event
stand out as a reason for the divorce. In most instances multiple reasons were given for
the breaking up of the marriage. These reasons included incompatibility, a partner’s
unfaithfulness, domestic violence and accusations of domestic violence, changes in the
partner’s behaviour, the wife’s refusal to go for counselling, and a lack of growth and
commitment – sparking the transition.
Marital partners’ incompatibility was the reason most cited for divorce (Cohen &
Finzi-Dottan, 2012:594; Gigy and Kelly, 1992:173; Wolcott & Hughes, 1999:5-10),
with John, Dan, Tom and Carl pointing to this as the main reason for their divorce.
Themba, Alex and Mark mentioned this aspect as one of the reasons for their marriages
ending in divorce. This incompatibility became manifest through the behavioural
displays of the participants’ ex-wives, and the fact that they and the participants had
differing needs and expectations, which led to conflict within the marriage. The
researchers also arrived at the conclusion that the participants felt that their needs were
not considered, or remained unmet, and they felt unsupported.
The following comments are presented to underscore this aspect of incompatibility.
“I think that we discovered that we had a lot we couldn’t talk about ... We
argued a lot on very basic and unimportant stuff … we brought the worst out in
each other … So it was more a question of incompatibility and stuff than
anything else.” (John)
“I think basically our relationship just fell. We became incompatible…” (Dan)
Unfaithfulness was the second most cited reason for divorce (Cohen & Finzi-Dottan,
2012:594; Hawkins, Willoughby & Doherty, 2012:456; Scott, Rhoades, Stanley &
Allen, 2013:132). Whilst Alex and Robert pointed to their wives’ unfaithfulness as one
of the reasons for their divorce, Sandile and Sam provided this as the sole reason.
“I discovered that my wife was cheating … she never had a problem, but all of a
sudden she changed … after tracking her for some time … I had evidence [i.e.
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cell phone records] that she was actually cheating … So I said I am not going to
shed any blood [i.e. he is not going to hurt or kill anyone]. I will just have to go
on with my life.” (Sandile)
“The reason for divorcing my wife was unfaithfulness … I found out that she
was in a relationship with another guy.” (Sam)
Domestic violence and accusations of domestic violence are mentioned in the
literature as one of the contributors to marital disruption (Cohen & Finzi-Dottan,
2012:582-588; Bowlus & Seitz, 2006:28). This was also cited by Dave, Robert and
Jeffry, who mentioned that accusations of domestic violence from their wives’ side led
to their marriages ending in divorce. Dave and Robert disclosed accusations made
about domestic violence. Jeffry shared how his wife falsely accused him of molesting
their daughter.
“She had asked me before that I must leave the house because she wants time on
her own. I asked, ‘Where must I go, this is my place. I have nowhere to go’ …
She persisted … Eventually, what she did [she] fabricated the story that I
molested my daughter and she got a protection against me. The police asked me
to leave the house … They said, ‘If you don’t leave the house we will arrest you’.
Later on that evening they came to arrest me … I was let out on bail, eventually
the case came up and I went to court and … the case was withdrawn because of
lack of evidence. From there she initiated the divorce. I still wanted to make up
… but … she persisted that she wanted a divorce. She left the city with the kids.”
Their wives’ behaviour changes were cited by Jeffrey and Mark as reasons for their
marriages ending in divorce. Jeffry recounted:
“I didn’t want it [the divorce]. Somehow after her mother passed away, she
changed, became another person … She was going with friends quite a lot …
ladies night and was hardly at home. Things got worse when questioning her …
She didn’t like the idea of me questioning. I tried to explain to her that let’s find
a way to resolve the problem but … she was not willing to settle with me in the
marriage.”
Dave cited his wife’s refusal to go for counselling as another contributor to his
marriage ending in divorce. He related this as follows:
“Definitely, it [referring to their marriage] was not working … despite repetitive
attempts at marriage counselling … in which she just did not want to participate
at all. It’s documented … in an affidavit by the marriage counsellors that Mrs N
did not want to attend sessions. I have tried every avenue to reconcile. Even …
went for mediation … she denied the mediation.”
Failure to grow together as a couple and lack of commitment to investigate the
marital relationship causes marriages to fail (Hawkins Willoughby & Doherty,
2012:458; Cohen & Finzi-Dottan, 2012:582-588). Alex and Themba cited this as another
reason for their marriages ending in divorce. Themba spoke about this as follows:
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“You have one partner committed and the other not committed … I believe what
made me fail is that I was not 100% committed, so when problems started I
found it easy to end the marriage … We did not work hand-in-hand.”

Theme 2: Men’s accounts of the divorce process – appraisal of the situation
As pointed out in the literature (Symoens, Bastaits, Mortelmans & Bracke, 2013:180;
Duchen & Dennill, 2005:5-6), the event of getting divorced (i.e. the divorce process) is
stressful, negative and conflict-laden. Except for John, this was the case for all the
other participants, This corresponds with Schlossberg’s (1981:6) assertion that the
transition stage is rich in feelings and emotional reactions.
“It [referring to the whole divorce process] is a bad experience and I don’t wish
for anyone to go through it. It is ugly...” (Themba)
“It’s a difficult experience, you see, very difficult to see that your marriage is
ending, especially because we have children.” (Sam)
[The divorce experience] was very, very hard. It became so hard that I eventually
I used to drink myself to sleep – because she had custody of the kids.” (Dan)
The researchers found that the stress and conflict accompanying the divorce was
heightened where children were involved, as testified to by the accounts of Sam and
Dan above.
The literature also makes reference to this. Frieman (2009:166) wrote a paper based on
the experiences shared by 15 divorced men who attended group therapy and found that
the major cause of stress reported by fathers was the on-going concern about the
wellbeing of their children. The divorce deprived them of the opportunity to be with the
children on a daily basis and this caused much sadness and pain. The fathers missed the
active role they played in rearing their children (i.e. bathing them, putting them to bed,
cooking dinner for them, assisting them with their sport and homework).
In their research focusing on the relationship between father and child and the father’s
emotional wellbeing Bokker, Farley and Denny (2008:72) found that the newly divorced
fathers who had frequent contact with their children had lower levels of emotional
distress than those with reduced interaction and contact with their children. They
interviewed 97 recently divorced fathers. Marital breakdown changes the relationship
between the father and the child, this being particularly true for non-custodian fathers.
Fathers without full custody are challenged to find ways of developing and sustaining
relationships and communication with children who live apart from them (Bokker et al.,
2008:62).
The researchers found that it was easy for the participants to disengage from their
marital partners, but it was difficult to part ways with their children. In support of this
finding, Baum (2003) states that divorced men have a distinct way of responding to
divorce. Unlike women, men tend to start their mourning process later compared to
women who react closer to the event. Men also tend to mourn the loss of their “home”
and “children” more than the loss of their former spouses. Another conclusion arrived at
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was that the parents frequently use the children as ammunition to fight each other during
and after the divorce.
With reference to the justice system in terms of the divorce proceedings and child
maintenance matters, the participants experienced this system to be female dominated
and biased. This resulted in negative experiences and they felt treated unfairly. Similar
sentiments were expressed by the participants in Troilo and Coleman’s (2012:609) study
in which the nine “part-time full-time fathers” also declared that the legal system was
biased against non-residential fathers. They were angry with the court system for what
they perceived as unequal treatment, because they were men. They perceived the courts
to be unwilling to assist them to see their children more and expressed the opinion that
they were unfairly punished by the court system in terms of the large child-support
payments they had to make. Troilo and Coleman (2012:609) note that the “one father
equated his experience with the court to feeling like a racial minority who has been
discriminated against”.
Similar sentiments were also found in the study being reported on here.
 The absence of males in the employ of the Family Advocate’s office to deal with
divorce and child maintenance matters, amongst other things, caused Jeffry and Dave
to experience that they were being unfairly treated. In addition, the view was that
custodial arrangements were concluded based on gender preference and not on good
parenting skills. Dave’s account underscore this, when stating:
“The system is biased towards women. The social system, the operators of the
Family Advocate, social workers, is all heavily gender-biased and they favour
women more than men, undoubtedly. And the numbers speak for themselves
because 99% of the cases custody is given to women by virtue of the fact that they
are women, not on the basis of good parenting skills, not on the basis of the best
interest of the child. None!! But solely on being a woman. A burden [is placed on
the father] to prove that he is the good father whereas by default a woman is
assumed to be a good mother. Which is unfair on the child, it’s unfair on the
relations...”
 Similar to the court system, social work itself is a female-dominated profession,
which turned out to be a threatening factor for participants in that it is gender biased
and does not serve the best interest of the child. In addition, the prevailing view was
expressed by Dave, namely that social workers appeared to lack adequate skills
needed for divorce mediation and conflict resolution.
“…the social workers are in my experience uneducated, of low pay grade because
of their uneducatedness … and they have no skills when it comes to resolving
family conflict. Ninety percent of the Family Advocate’s Office and the social
workers’ office are staffed by females. There is no balance and equality there to
give a man’s point of view. There is no man counsellor that understands men’s
mentality [i.e. how a man thinks and feels]. A man has to speak to a female who
has a female ideology. All women have to do is to walk in there with the baby on
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the hip crying her eyes out, using their sympathy and manipulating it to maximum
game so she occupies the position of power.”
 The participants held the view that, in the divorce and child maintenance court,
during the court hearings men were not given equal time and opportunity to present
their case or side of the story. The men were convinced that the women received
preferential treatment because they were women and expressed their emotions freely.
Jeffry attested to this when stating:
“As far as the magistrate, she is biased towards the maternal parent, the lady. She
doesn’t consider my experiences. What matters the most is what the mother tells.”
 The perception prevailed, especially with Jeffry and Sandile, that the way in which
child maintenance matters were resolved favoured the ex-wife; how it was calculated
was unfair and this led to great dissatisfaction. Sandile recounted: “I was called in for
maintenance … One thing I found … the magistrate, a woman … was biased towards
my ex-wife.” Later, he commented on the issue of maintenance:
“I had to bring all the expenses together with my salary advice; I had also to
bring my new wife’s salary advice. For my new wife now to pay for another
woman’s life and I think that’s very much unfair. However, the magistrate said my
new wife doesn’t have responsibilities because she doesn’t have a child. So now
she is made to pay for another woman’s life. And that’s very disturbing … it
nearly affected our marriage [with the second wife] because at some stage she
even wanted to go to court. I said no, we will get through this. So the divorce
matter is a drawback.”
 Tom’s experience-based perception was also that the court system fell short when
assessing the psychological condition of men who could not see their children every
day. This was not considered either when deciding on the fathers’ access to their
children. He spoke about this along the following lines:
“I don’t think that Family Advocate or the justice system really analyses the
psychic of a man that’s in this situation where he can’t see his family that he is
bonded with because of laws and … preference being given to the mother. He
cannot father them because the mother has the control.”

Theme 3: Emotional reactions to and feelings experienced after the divorce
The researchers found that as a result of the specific events and losses brought about by
the divorce, the participants did not experience just one emotion, but had many
different feelings and emotional reactions after the divorce (discussed below). Some
described these as “mixed”, whereas others identified a number of specific feelings and
emotional responses, all of which could be labelled as negative. This observation is
confirmed in the literature consulted, pointing to the fact that divorce has the propensity
to generate these negative feelings and emotions (Gaffal, 2010:47; Yárnoz, Plazaola &
Etxeberria, 2008:295-296).
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For Alex, Robert, Sandile, Sam and Themba, who were cheated on by their ex-spouses,
feelings of anger, betrayal, confusion and sadness were at the forefront, as also found in
other studies reporting on the same matter (Gaffal, 2010:47; Rye, Folck, Heim, Olszewski
& Traina, 2004:32; Yarnoz et al., 2008:295-296). Sam’s account encapsulated the
smorgasbord of feelings and emotional reactions alluded to above:
“I experienced anger because she betrayed me and what she did destroyed my
dignity [i.e. his wife was having an extra-marital affair] … My trust for women
was damaged. I always thought I could trust women I met at church but after what
my ex-wife did, I couldn’t trust any woman … I was confused and sad.”
The participants who felt that the justice system had treated them unfairly in
relation to the divorce and child maintenance matters, in that they were gender biased,
not giving the men a fair hearing and not serving the interests of the child, were very
upset and angry. This led them to doubt and mistrust of the decisions taken by the
justice system. David poignantly summed it up (i.e. that he experienced the latter system
to be biased and favouring the woman’s version in divorce matters): “… we [referring to
men] do get angry particularly with regard to the justice system”.
Feelings of sadness were experienced by John and Sam for the fact that their marriages
ended in divorce. John, who indicated incompatibility as the main reason for his divorce,
stated: “I was sad that my marriage has come to an end and that I was divorced.”
Sam, speaking from a Christian point of view, confessed: “Divorce is the last option in
the Bible and … I thought it was a disgusting thing … I was sad we did not live up to the
promises we made before God.”
What saddened Dan and Jeffry was the fact that the divorce resulted in their parting with
the children and not from ending the relationship with the ex-spouse. Jeffry admitted: “I
felt sad to be apart from them.” This sadness in turn, fed into feelings of hopelessness,
powerlessness and uselessness (Cohen & Finzi-Dottan, 2012:583) associated with
having their children away from them.
The feelings of fear felt and spontaneously expressed by John and Alex centred on their
children, because as fathers they were no longer there for their children and looking out
for them. In addition, feeling like a failure was experienced. This was mainly fuelled by
the inability to solve the marital problems or to make the marriage work – or to meet
societal expectations of marriage as an institution. It seemed that the marriage is
expected to last and when this does not happen the participants are likely to feel like
they failed, not only themselves but also in their inability to meet societal expectations.
Alex’s account encapsulates the feelings of fear and failure alluded to above: “I think it’s
a sense of loss, betrayal and you doubt, question yourself as a man whether you will
have a successful relationship again with a woman.” In the interview, he also revealed
experiencing feelings of fear: “I think also fear, lot of fear … that fear of the future,
what future is holding in for you and how it’s going to affect you in the long-run run.
Basically, you have to pick your life again and start from scratch. You’re back to where
you were 20, 18 or 19.”
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Tom, Themba and John felt relieved once the divorce was finalised. Tom “felt
independent” as he experienced being dominated in his marriage. Conflict in the
marriage is disruptive and the divorce can bring relief, as Themba explained:
“It was a relief for me because the relationship was difficult and tense due to a lot
of conflict and arguments that I had with my ex-wife … I did experience that
freedom … It [i.e. the divorce] was a positive impact.”
In spite of the freedom experienced, for Themba “It [referring to divorce] can humiliate
you. In every aspect of life, it humiliates”. For him there was a stigma attached to
divorce – especially in relation to his religious beliefs on divorce. The fact that his wife
committed adultery was a humiliating experience as they were Christians; divorce is not
accepted in their religion.
Themba, Mark, Sam, Carl, Jeffry and Robert mentioned experiencing feelings of
emptiness and loneliness, and highlighted this as a challenge following the divorce.
The comments quoted below testify to this and their experiences are corroborated in the
literature. In their study on factors related to post-divorce adjustment conducted amongst
30 divorced men, White and Esher (in Guttmann, 1989:249) reported that the biggest
problem the men faced was loneliness. Wiseman (in Clark-Stewart & Brentano,
2007:23) points out that, following divorce, the process of lifestyle reorientation and
defining oneself as being single can give rise to feelings of loneliness. Weiss (in Mason,
Sbarra, Bryan & Lee, 2012:911) observed that the divorce process itself could also
prompt feelings of loneliness.
“I think loneliness was the biggest thing … Because now you always have
someone next to you by your side and there is like no one there” (Mark)
“You are lonely and you feel like that significant part of you has been ripped off.
Your family is gone! You are all by yourself.” (Sam)
“…after divorce I had nothing to look forward to. My whole life just came to a
standstill.” (Jeffry)

Theme 4: Men’s accounts of how the divorce affected them – appraisal of the
situation and the self
The divorce experience affected the participants on various levels and the majority of
these affects were negative.
The stress associated with divorce affects an individual’s physical and
psychological health (Lawson &Thompson, 1996:264). This was also true for the
participants in this study. On a physical level, four of the participants (Dave, Dan, Mark
and Robert) lost weight (Sobal Rauschenbach & Frongillo, 2003: 1547). Being worried
about their children’s wellbeing and being separated from them led to a loss of appetite.
“I was much chunkier, much bigger. But during the process I lost about 15 kg in
an instant, probably because I couldn’t eat. I had no feel for eating. I was more
worried about what my son is eating, what he is doing or is he okay and stuff like
that.” (Mark)
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Jeffry and Themba gained weight, an effect that Williams, Greeno and Weng (in
Umberson, Liu & Powers, 2009:328) describe as the relief of being unchained from the
“hell” of the marriage. Themba’s account echoed this when he mentioned:
“My marriage lasted for 2 years. In these 2 years it was a hell of a hell. There was
no time I was happy while being married. So instead of losing weight after
divorce I gained weight. It was a positive impact.”
Dave, John and Dan in particular referred to the fact that the divorce experience
affected their sleeping patterns.
“It [being divorced and being apart from his children] became so hard that
eventually I used to drink myself to sleep, because she had custody of the kids … I
could not … fall asleep. I keep tossing and turning. Initially thinking about kids
that I am away from them and the only way to fall asleep because the next day is
work, I’ll have 3 double doses and then go to bed” (Dan)
Baum (2003:40) asserts that men mourn differently from women by pointing out that,
amongst other things, they respond to their loss by “self-medication with alcohol and
drugs”. Lawson and Thomson (1996:264) found a similar trend amongst black men from
the North Central Region of the USA, with some men admitting to have used alcohol
and drugs to cope with the impact of divorce.
A rise in blood pressure, becoming diabetic and developing high cholesterol levels were
specifically reported by Jeffry as physical problems resulting from his divorce. These
conditions are also noted in the literature (Clarke-Stewart & Brentano, 2007:76.)
On a psychological level, divorce can leave individuals feeling depressed and stressed
(King & Fletcher, 2007:22-23; Santrock, 2006:489). This was true for Robert and Jeffry,
who admitted: “I was suffering from anxiety and depression. I actually went for
rehabilitation to the hospital.”
The researchers came to the conclusion that the depression experienced was not
essentially associated with the ending of the relationship with the wife, but it was a
result of parting ways with the children, as this was true for Dan, Tom and Mark, who
referred to this specifically.
“It [the divorce] was very depressing ... You feel a bit of loss and I used to think
back a lot, what I could have done to save the marriage, what went wrong … I
couldn’t come to any conclusions … My marriage wasn’t successful … I grew up
with both my parents and the fact that now my children are going to grow up with
single parents, it was kind of depressing. I couldn’t give them what I had” (Dan)
Other scholars (Guttmann, 1989:251; Lawson & Thompson, 1996:261; Smart, 1977:77)
found similar effects.
Jeffry, Carl, Alex and Mark admitted that their divorces were stressful and taxing on a
psychological level. Alex expressed it as follows:
“Even at some stage you were like thinking suicide, running away, just giving up
on life…lot of stress, lot of anxiety, lots of stress, lot of pressure…”
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Nine of the 12 participants interviewed reported that divorce had an extensive negative
impact on them financially - a factor also noted in the literature (Zagorsky, 2005:68). It
set them back financially, aggravated the loss of money already paid on property,
causing a reduction in income, and a lowering in living standards. The divorce left them
financially strained and cash strapped. Alex’s account encapsulated this aspect:
“…remember when you live in a house basically you share expenses, now you
move out. Obviously you have to wrap up your estate and everything but now
you’ve got to pay. She has to move into a smaller place, you’ve got to move into a
smaller place. You’ve got to pay maintenance for them, obviously half of their
school fees and extra meals. It does set you back.”
In addition, the legal costs involved in getting a divorce further added to the financial
strain experienced (Andreb & Hummelsheim, 2009; Lawson & Thompson, 1996:256).
Jeffry, Themba, Dave and Sandile spoke unequivocally about how the legal costs related
to their divorces affected them financially. Sandile encapsulated this aspect when
stating:
“Economically, I lost a lot … I mean in the process of the divorce when I had to
hire some lawyers. Even after the divorce was granted I had again go to court
time and again for maintenance. I would argue against claims because she claim
big monies and I am saying no, this I cannot afford … It was so disturbing and
devastating.”
With reference to post-divorce relationships, the literature indicates that post-divorce
hostility amongst the partners continued and arguments were mostly focused around the
children and issues related to co-parenting (Cohen, 2011:256; Margerum, Price &
Windell, 2011:1). This hostility is psychologically damaging to the children and the
prolonged and on-going conflict may even result in disengagement between the noncustodial parent (normally the father) and children (Ahrons & Tanner, 2003:341-342;
Baum, 2004:178). This trend of continued conflict following the divorce was true for
Sandile and Tom, who mentioned: “The conflict I have with my ex-wife, I don’t think it
will ever end. I don’t think she will stop having trouble with me.”
The divorce event for most people alters, disrupts, complicates and limits their
continuous relationship with their children (Appleby & Palkowitz, 2007:3,7,16; Lawson
& Thompson, 1996:261-262). For the non-custodial parent this results in feelings of
longing, loneliness and feeling concerned and worried about the wellbeing of their
children (Friedman, 2009:166). This was specifically the case for Mark and Alex. In
speaking about his relationship with his children, Alex revealed: “I miss them every day.
I speak with them on the phone every day, but it’s not the same.” Mark admitted bluntly:
“… the hardest thing for me was being away from my child.”
Contrary to the literature that points to contact with their fathers ceases for many
children after their parents’ divorce (Appleby & Palkovitz, 2007:4; Baum, 2004:178),
this study found that Sam, Dan, Dave and Sandile were making concerted efforts to
continue and maintain their relationships with their children after their divorce.
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“Children should come first, they are innocent and they don’t even know what is
happening. They want to see me and their mother together, so I have to protect
them and keep them happy. Sometimes after dropping them, my ex-wife will call
me and say the older one is crying for me. I have to drive back to attend the
situation no matter how far I have driven. By me doing this I want to make sure
that I remain connected to my children regardless of the situation.” (Sam)
“I sacrifice a lot of time to maintain and establish the bond with my child and it
cost a huge amount of money … I drive 31 km to go and pick the child up and
drive another 31 km back to my house. I spend a few hours with her; we do
activities like drawings … chatting, play and all the things that allow the father to
bond with his child.” (Dave)
From the accounts that Sam, Sandile, Dan and Robert shared about their relationships
with the in-laws, the researchers noticed the following trend: Sam and Sandile’s
relationships with the in-laws were estranged, while Dan and Robert initially perceived
the in-laws as being hostile and bitter towards them, but later on this conflict lessened
once the in-laws accepted that they were no longer together as a couple. This trend is
confirmed in the literature in that when divorce transpires, in-laws also experience loss
and respond with hostility (Schwartz, 2012).
Friendships and circles of friends formed and enjoyed by the couple jointly and
individually prior to the divorce are likely to decrease or disappear after the divorce
(Greif & Deal, 2012:422). For Alex, Sam and Dave who had friends as couples,
mentioned that their friends withdrew after the divorce, some even disappeared because
they did not want to take sides with either person. Alex’s account encapsulates this:
“I’ve got to re-establish my whole life, you know, even your circle of friends. The
friends you’ve had, they have all fallen away, they move into a new circle of
friends so you basically kind of re-establish everything in terms of your social life,
in terms of friendships, in terms of your relationships with your family … when
something like this [divorce] happens your common friends seem to fall away. In
our case as well, I mean I think there is one couple I still have contact with out of
say five or six couples … I think what happens is they don’t want to choose sides.
So instead of choosing one or the other … things just dissolve because you don’t
see them anymore.”
Moreover, some participants felt uncomfortable about going out and they avoided
people whom they knew while they were married.
Regarding the effect on the participants’ residential circumstances, the following
situations arose. Robert, Carl, Sandile and Themba moved out of the houses they stayed
in as couples and went back to their parents. John, Dave and Jeffry remained in the
houses they had shared as married couples, whilst Alex, Mark and Tom had to move
from the homes they shared as couples and find other accommodation. Sam and Dan
sold their houses and shared the profit with their ex-wives.
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Theme 5: Challenges experienced after the divorce – appraisal of the situation
In line with the work of other scholars (Kruk in Appleby & Palkowitz, 2007:16; Lawson
& Thompson, 1996:261-262), the researchers found that the greatest challenge for most
of the participants in this research project centred on the children born of the marriages
that had now ended in divorce, and on matters related to post-divorce parenting.
Jeffry, Sandile, Themba, Dan and Dave struggled with visiting their children because of
the time allocated for visits and the distances they had to travel to see their children. It
seemed especially difficult for participants who did not reside in the same province as
the children. In addition, visits had to be arranged beforehand and then supervised; plans
had to be confirmed with the children’s mother prior to the actual visit; sometimes the
mother cancels arrangements at the last minute. Some of the fathers were limited to
seeing their children or conversing with them telephonically only at certain times;
specific times were set for the children to come and visit them (i.e. no free access to
children at any time, unlike when they were married). Sandile stated bluntly: “I have no
free access to my kids.”
Jeffry explained the current state of affairs along the following lines:
“I visit them every alternate weekend, Saturday and Sunday. That means I have to
travel from Durban to Pretoria to go and see them. But it’s not really working
because of the difficulty of living in Durban … the cost involved to going to see
them. It was agreed she will pay for every alternative trip that I made to see the
kids. She is not doing that, she is not paying for a single trip … It’s made in the
court order … I arrange four weeks in advance to visit. The majority of my visits
she cancels and she would say, for example: ‘I am taking kids out you cannot
come and visit. Or I have booked a weekend here, you cannot come and visit’. My
contact rights have been denied.”
Dan’s challenge was that when there was conflict between his ex and him on matters of
contact and visitation, the social workers were unable to assist with resolving the
conflict that arose between parents.
“In fact, the social workers, both ladies, were worsening the situation. When I
actually pleaded to them, I said listen it’s my weekend with the kids, she refused
because of A, B or C and they said she’s got the right to do I t… instead of saying
okay listen it’s your weekend, speak to your ex-wife and any differences between
the two of you must not affect the kids.”
According to Dave, the Office of the Family Advocate does not have a balanced gender
staff complement and perception-based experiences were that decisions taken seemed to
favour mothers.
“The challenge for me at this point is access to my child. Without any solid
evidence, I have to see my child on a Tuesday and the Thursday between the hours
of 13:00 and 17:00. Any normal working person will not be able to do that. So
that Tuesday and Thursday that’s on paper are useless. That leaves me with one
weekend – one day per weekend … from 10:00-17:00 … How can you do with one
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day per week? Not even a full day, that is a challenge … A father cannot be
expected to spend this less amount of time with his child. They have lacking in
empathy.”

Theme 6: Responses to challenges experienced and coping resources used –
appraisal of the support and strategies
Taking charge in the context of the Transition Process Model necessitates that one has to
first take stock of both the assets and liabilities brought to this transition in terms of the
situation, the self, social support and coping strategies (Schlossberg, 1981; Kotewa,
1995:48; Goodman & Anderson, 2012:11). From the participants’ accounts the
researchers arrived at the conclusion they took charge of their situation, in terms of postdivorce adjustment, by accessing social support and coping strategies.
Enlisting support from family and friends, the faith community and support groups
assisted the participants in their post-divorce adjustment; this is confirmed in the
literature (Bananno in Frisby, Booth-Butterfield, Dillow, Martin & Weber, 2012:720;
Clark-Stewart & Brentano, 2007:82,84; Plummer and Koch-Hattem, 2001:528; Lawson
& Thompson, 1996:267, 268).
Carl, John, Robert, Sandile, Tom and Dan enlisted the support of family members. Carl
spoke about this along the following lines:
“I was very fortunate because my brothers … was very supportive… I wasn’t
like depressed like when I go home, then I have someone to talk to, my mother
and my brothers, they were all supportive. That’s why I didn’t go to a very
traumatising or lonely because there was someone always.”
Sam, John, Robert, Tom, Themba and Dave referred to the fact that they enlisted the
support of friends as a constructive post-divorce coping strategy. Sam spoke as follows
about his friends’ support:
“After divorce, I looked up to friends for both legal advice and emotional
support. I was anxious about the court process but having friends who
graduated with law and practising as attorneys helped me to ease my anxiety
about the court process. Then after divorce some of my friends kept checking
how I was doing … some of them used to call me, some visited me and some
were still inviting me when having social functions.”
In response to transitioning from being married to becoming divorced, and in
reorganising their lives and moving towards adaptation or post-divorce adjustment, the
participants employed various coping strategies to take charge.
Spiritual support and counselling were sought by Sam, Mark, Alex and Themba to assist
with their post-divorce adjustment.
“I went … to counselling as well. I went to see a guy and he helped me with a lot
of stuff … He is like a pastor, but also a counsellor, like a spiritual mentor. It
helped me a lot. And I think just to grieve the loss because it’s like somebody
died, somebody you have known for a long time.” (Alex)
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“As a person who is a Christian … I relied more on the spiritual support … I
prayed about it.” (Themba)
Dan indulged in drinking as way of responding to a stressful of divorce and related
losses. This is a coping strategy also confirmed in the literature (Baum 2003, 40;
Lawson & Thompson, 1996:264).
Sandile and Dave struck out at their ex-wives to resolve specifically the post-divorce
parenting challenges. Sandile made reference to this as follows: “I couldn’t hold my
anger and I hit her like anything.” This was during the time when the ex-wife was
arguing about the clothes Sandile had bought for children that she did not like.
While the minority of the participants used these specific coping strategies which are
labelled as “maladaptive” or “harmful” coping (Papalia et al., 2007:425), the majority of
the participants engaged in what can be regarded as “adaptive, helpful and constructive
coping” (Papalia, Sterns, Felman & Camp, 2007:425).
Jeffry, John, Robert, Alex and Dave engaged in physical activities during and after their
divorces as a constructive way to de-stress.
“… because of the divorce … I just did my exercise to get rid of that frustration
and things like that. I was fine. I’d have my odd moments when I’d cry.”
(Robert)
Sam, Jeffry and Dave kept themselves productively occupied by engaging in studying
further and in leisure activities to aid them in their post-divorce adjustment.
“My books are my escape ... I read a lot … that keeps my mind occupied and it
takes me a lot of time reading … I do a lot of fishing. I’ve got a boat – I go out
to ocean for fishing. I find it very therapeutic.” (Dave)
Alex engaged in constructive self-talk, while Tom and Dan turned to the internet to learn
about divorce and post-divorce adjustment. Tom spoke about this along the following
lines:
“I researched the Internet a bit to learn more about divorce and I learnt about
my rights and I also learn that I should calm down to deal with emotions. The
internet was quite a helpful resource to understand different challenges and how
to deal with them after divorce. I looked at other information particularly about
the law and what my responsibilities were. I realised that I was not alone
fighting with divorce and I find other resources such as Fathers4Justice
website.”
Jeffry joined a support group to assist him in his post-divorce adjustment:
“I … attended a support group to help me cope with anxiety and depression. I
actually went for rehabilitation at the hospital … the support group … and the
psychologist equipped me with skills to cope with stress … with difficult
emotions … I benefited from being part of that support group.”
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Suggestions for social work support to assist men in their post-divorce
adjustment
Apart from Dave, who was of the view that social workers cannot assist divorced men as they
are not skilled enough to solve disputes and psychologically incompetent to comprehend the
problems faced by divorce men, the participants put forward suggestions on how social
workers can assist men in their post-divorce adjustment. They suggested that social workers
provide post-divorce guidance and counselling on the following aspects:
 managing the stress caused by the divorce;
 dealing with the losses brought about as result of the divorce to the point of accepting
them;
 restoring the self-image and self-esteem tarnished by the divorce;
 healing emotionally before venturing into a new relationship;
 relationships skills with a view to preparing them for a new relationship;
 parenting skills and skills on how to manage post-divorce parenting relationships;
 dispute- and conflict-management skills involving children following divorce;
 informing and counselling children affected by divorce by explaining how and why
parents got divorced.

RECOMMENDATIONS
From the findings and the conclusions reported in this article, recommendations for
further research and social work practice are offered.
Given the fact that the topic of men and divorce has not been researched substantially
(Baum, 2004:176; Human, 2006:2-3, 41; Treiman et al. cited by Everett, Lee & Nichols
2006:141-142), the researchers recommend that this topic and aspects related to it be
further investigated.
The negative perceptions held by some of the participants regarding the involvement of
social workers in matters pertaining to their divorce led the researchers to recommend
that a study be undertaken to focus on the experience-based perceptions of divorced men
and women of the social workers’ involvement in their divorce process.
Given some of the participants’ negative experiences in relation to the officials in the
employ of the Office of the Family Advocate, the researchers want to recommend a
research project focusing on the topic of service users’ experiences of the services
offered by officials in the employ of the Office of the Family Advocate.
The formulation of a post-divorce guidance programme, not only for divorced men but
for all divorced persons, is recommended based on the specific suggestions put forward
by the participants in this research project.
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